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DEPARTMENT FOR CURRICULUM, 

RESEARCH, INNOVATION AND LIFELONG LEARNING  

Directorate for Learning and Assessment Programmes 

Educational Assessment Unit   

 

Annual Examinations for Secondary Schools 2018 
 

YEAR 10 ENGLISH LITERATURE                       TIME: 2 hours 

Name:   _____________________________                  Class: ____________ 

 

SECTION A – DRAMA                                                                          (25 MARKS) 
Choose the Drama Text you have covered at school and then choose ONE 

question from 1, 2 or 3. 
 

MACBETH  (William Shakespeare)   
1. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. 
 

MACBETH  We will proceed no further in this business:  
 He hath honour’d me of late; and I have bought  

 Golden opinions from all sorts of people,  
 Which would be worn now in their newest gloss,  
 Not cast aside so soon. 5 

   
LADY MACBETH                                           Was the hope drunk,  

 Wherein you dress’d yourself? Hath it slept since?  
 And wakes it now, to look so green and pale  
 At what it did so freely? From this time 10 

 Such I account thy love. Art thou afeard  
 To be the same in thine own act and valour,  

 As thou art in desire? Wouldst thou have that  
 Which thou esteem’st the ornament of life,  
 And live a coward in thine own esteem, 15 

 Letting ‘I dare not’ wait upon ‘I would,’  
 Like the poor cat i' th'adage?  
 
a. Which ‘business’ is Macbeth referring to in line 1?                                   1 mark 

                                                    
 

b. Macbeth gives TWO reasons why he does not want to finish this ‘business’. What 
are these reasons?                                                                      4 marks       

              
c. Explain the following lines: 

i)  ‘Was the hope drunk              

Wherein you dress’d yourself? Hath it slept since?’                             3 marks                         
 

ii) ‘Art thou afeard  
              To be the same in thine own act and valour, 
              As thou art in desire?’                                                                   3 marks   

                     
 

Track 3 
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d. Comment about Lady Macbeth’s persuasiveness in the above excerpt as well as 

in Act I and Act II of the play.                                                 7 marks                                          
                                         

e. From your knowledge of the play ‘Macbeth’ and from the excerpt, discuss the 
relationship between Macbeth and Lady Macbeth up to Act II.                 7 marks  

                           

OR 
 

2. ‘The three witches, who are able to predict the future, are the embodiment of 
evil and demonic intelligence.’ To what extent do you agree, keeping in mind Act 

I and Act II of the play ‘Macbeth’?  
OR 

 

3. Lady Macbeth tells her husband to ‘look like the innocent flower/But be the 
serpent under it.’ Discuss with reference to Act I and Act II of the play. 

 
 
TWELFTH NIGHT (William Shakespeare) 

1.     Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow.  
 

ORSINO                                          Dear lad, believe it –   

 For they shall yet belie thy happy years,  

 That say thou art a man: Diana’s lip  

 Is not more smooth and rubious; Thy small pipe  

 Is as the maiden’s organ, shrill and sound; 5 

 And all is semblative a woman’s part.  

 I know thy constellation is right apt  

 For this affair. (to CURIO and attendants)   

 Some four or five attend him –   

 All, if you will: for I myself am best 10 

 When least in company. (to VIOLA) Prosper well in this,  

 And thou shalt live as freely as thy lord,  

 To call his fortunes thine.  

   

VIOLA                                              I’ll do my best  

 To woo your lady—(Aside) Yet, a barful strife! 15 

 Whoe'er I woo, myself would be his wife.                             

[Exeunt] 

 

 
 

a. i)     What is Orsino telling Viola (Cesario) in lines 1-6?                           2 marks                                                
                                                                    

    ii)   Keeping Acts 1 and 2 of the play ‘Twelfth Night’ in mind, explain the context 

behind Orsino’s words.                                                         4 marks
                   

b. Orsino asks ‘some four or five attendants’ to accompany Viola to ‘woo your lady.’ 
Explain in detail where they are going and who lady Viola is.                   4 marks                                    
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c. At one point of the excerpt, Orsino admits that ‘I myself am best / When least in 

company.’ 
With reference to these lines as well as Acts 1 and 2 describe Orsino’s character.         

                                                                                                         5 marks 
d. i) What does Viola mean in the line below?                                             

‘Whoe’er I woo, myself would be his wife.’                                             2 marks 
                                                                 

  ii)  Viola tends to address the audience in several instances of the play. What is 

this literary device called and why does Shakespeare make use of it?                                           
                                                                                                                2 marks 

 
e. With reference to Acts 1 and 2 of the play, explain how Viola is ‘suffering’ 

because of the situation she has found herself in.                                  6 marks 

 
 

OR 
 

2. The theme of appearance and reality is often encountered in several 

Shakespearean plays. Discuss this theme with reference to Acts I and II of 
‘Twelfth Night’. 

 
OR 

 

3. “Viola is one of the most interesting characters in ‘Twelfth Night’.” Discuss this 
statement with reference to Act I and Act II of the play. 

 
 

THE MERCHANT OF VENICE (William Shakespeare) 

1. Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. 
 

SALERIO A kinder gentleman treads not the earth;  
 I saw Bassanio and Antonio part.  
 Bassanio told him he would make some speed  

 Of his return. He answered, “Do not so.  
 Slubber not business for my sake, Bassanio 5 

 But stay the very riping of the time.  
 And for the Jew’s bond which he hath of me,  

 Let it not enter in your mind of love.  
 Be merry, and employ your chiefest thoughts  
 To courtship and such fair ostents of love 10 

 As shall conveniently become you there.”  
 And even there, his eye being big with tears,  

 Turning his face, he put his hand behind him,  
 And with affection wondrous sensible  
 He wrung Bassanio’s hand. And so they parted. 15 

 
a) Who is the ‘kinder gentleman’ Salerio refers to?                                     1 mark

           
 

b) From your knowledge of ‘The Merchant of Venice’, do you agree that this person 

should be called kind? Explain.                                                            5 marks
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c) ‘Slubber not business for my sake, Bassanio’. 

Where is Bassanio going and what business is he attending to?           5 marks
      

 
d) Who is the Jew mentioned in line 7 and what is his role in the play ‘The Merchant 

of Venice’?                                                                              6 marks
         
           

e) The theme of friendship is highlighted in the above extract. Comment about this 
with reference to the above excerpt and Act 1 and Act 2.                    8 marks 

 
 

OR 

 
2. ‘Alack, what heinous sin is it in me. To be ashamed to be my father’s child.’ 

Analyse what has triggered Jessica’s conflicting emotions in ‘The Merchant of 
Venice’.  

OR 

3. ‘The women in ‘The Merchant of Venice’ are intelligent, strong, outspoken and 
willing to take risks.’ Discuss by referring closely to Acts I and II of the play. 

        
A VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE (Arthur Miller) 
 

1. ‘Different kinds of love are used by Miller to show how people are bound together 
throughout their lives.’ Discuss this theme with reference to Act 1 of ‘A View from 

the Bridge’.  
OR 

 

2. ‘I don’t like the looks they’re giving you in the candy store. And with them new 
high heels on the sidewalk – clack, clack, clack. The heads are running like 

windmills.’ What do these words show us about Eddie’s feelings towards 
Catherine? Discuss by also referring to Act 1 of ‘A View from the Bridge.’  

OR 

 
3. The setting of the play is Red Hook, ‘the slum that faces the bay on the seaward 

side of Brooklyn Bridge.’ With close reference to Act 1, discuss the importance of 
this setting and the Sicilian community’s beliefs and values. 

 
  

THE PLAY OF KES (Barry Hines and Alan Stronach) 

 
1. ‘Kes is a ray of hope which brightens Billy’s life.’ Discuss. 

OR 
 
2. ‘School for Billy is definitely not fun.’ Discuss this statement with reference to 

particular incidents in the play.  

OR 

 
3. Living in the estates brings a lot of disadvantages to Billy. Is Billy partly to blame 

for his miserable life? Discuss.   
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SECTION B – POETRY                                                                         (25 MARKS) 

Choose ONE question from this section. 

1. In the poem ‘Sea-fever’, Masefield expresses his deep love of the sea and his 

urge to return to it. Discuss by referring closely to the poem. 

OR 

 
2. ‘Childhood is presumed to be the best time of one’s life.’  Discuss with close 

reference to ‘My parents kept me from children who were rough’ and ‘The 

Lesson’. 
OR 

 
3. Show how the themes of awe and fear are developed in ‘The Tyger’ and ‘The 

Discovery’ by referring closely to the text. 

 
 

SECTION C – PROSE                                                                           (25 MARKS) 
Choose the Prose Text you have covered at school and then choose ONE 
question from either 1 or 2.  

 
THE BOY IN THE STRIPED PYJAMAS 

 
1. One of the reasons that ‘The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas’ is such a powerful and 

touching novel is because it is narrated by a nine-year-old boy. Discuss.   

OR 

2. Discuss how Bruno’s life changed when he moved from Berlin to Auschwitz.  

 

PRIVATE  PEACEFUL    
 

1. Discuss the role of Mother in the life of the Peaceful brothers. Refer to key 
episodes and comment on the way she keeps the family united. 

OR 

 
2. Compare and contrast life in the Devon countryside before the war, with life on 

the battlefield by referring closely to the novel.  
 

ANIMAL FARM 

 
1.  ‘All animals are equal, but some are more equal than others.’ How far is this 

statement true with regards to ‘Animal Farm’?   

OR 

 
2. ‘A lot of factors contribute to the failure of the revolution in Animal Farm’. 

Discuss by referring closely to the novel. 
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THE GREAT AUTOMATIC GRAMMATIZATOR AND OTHER STORIES 

 
1. “’Vengeance is Mine Inc’ and ‘The Way up to Heaven’ both deal with the theme 

of revenge but in a different way.” Discuss this statement with close reference 
to these two stories. 

OR 
  
2. ‘The Landlady’ and ‘The Umbrella Man’ are two of Roald Dahl’s most famous 

stories. Discuss the features and techniques that make these stories a good 
read.  

 
THE OTHER SIDE OF TRUTH   
 

1. ‘The truth is the truth. How can I write what’s untrue?’ Discuss the significance 

and consequences of Papa’s saying in ‘The Other Side of Truth’. 

OR 

2. Sade and Femi face a harsh reality at home in Nigeria, yet they have to face an 

even harsher reality in London. Discuss by referring closely to the novel. 

 

 
FRANKENSTEIN  

 
1. The influence of nature on mood is evident throughout the novel. Discuss the 

role that nature plays in ‘Frankenstein’ and give examples from specific 

episodes to support your discussion. 
 

                                                               OR  
 
 

2. The monster acquires humane characteristics and even compassion from his 
"adopted" family. Discuss the role the De Lacey’s play in ‘Frankenstein’. 
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SECTION D: UNPREPARED TEXT                    25 MARKS 

Answer ALL questions in this section. 
 

 
 

 
 
5 

 
 

 
 
 

10 
 

 
 
 

 
15 

 
 
 

 
20 

 
 
 

 
 

25 
 
 

A seat in this boat was not unlike a seat upon a jumpy horse, and a horse is not 
much smaller. As each wave came, and she rose for it, she seemed like a horse 

leaping over a high fence. The manner of her ride over these walls of water is a 
thing of mystery. Each wave required a new leap, and a leap from the air. Then 
jumping and slipping and racing and dropping down, she steadied for the next 

threat. 
 

A particular danger of the sea is the fact that after successfully getting through 
one wave, you discover that there is another one behind it. The next wave was 
just as nervously anxious and purposeful to overturn boats. In a ten-foot boat, 

one can get a good idea of the great force of the sea. As each grey wall of water 
approached, it shut all else from the view of the men in the boat. It was not 

difficult to imagine that this particular wave was the final outburst of the ocean, 
the last effort of the determined water. 
 

Viewed from a balcony, the whole thing would doubtless have been weirdly 
picturesque. But the men in the boat had no time to see it. The sun climbed 

steadily up the sky. The men knew that it was broad daylight because the colour 
of the sea changed from grey to emerald-green streaked with amber lights, and 
the foam was like tumbling snow. From their low boat, they could not see the sun 

rise. Only the colour of the waves that rolled towards them told them that day 
was breaking. 

 
The lighthouse had been growing slightly larger. It now almost had colour and 
appeared like a little grey shadow on the sky. At last, from the top of each wave, 

the men in the rolling boat could see land. As the lighthouse was a shadow on the 
sky, this land seemed only a long black shadow on the sea. It certainly was 

thinner than paper. 
 
Adapted from The Open Boat by Stephen Crane 

 

 
 

1. Tick () the most appropriate answer.                 1 mark 

The passage describes how it feels to 

 a. sit in a fishing boat. 

 b. be on a ship in the middle of a storm. 

 c. be in a tiny boat on a rough sea. 

 d. be in a boat that looked like a horse. 
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2. Quote ONE simile from the first paragraph and explain the effect created through 

this image. 

a. Simile:    ________________________________________________ 1 mark 

                  ________________________________________________ 

 

b. Effect:    ________________________________________________ 2 marks 

                 ________________________________________________ 

                 ________________________________________________ 

                 ________________________________________________ 

 

3. List TWO effects of the repetition of ‘and’ and ‘-ing’ verbs in the phrase “Then 

jumping and slipping and racing and dropping down…” (lines 4-6) 

 

a. ________________________________________________________ 1 mark

  

b. ________________________________________________________  1 mark 

  

4. a. From the second paragraph, quote ONE sentence that suggests that the 

waves are alive.                                                                                 1 mark                            

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

b. What is the figure of speech used in this sentence called?                     1 mark 

                                                                

________________________________________________________________ 

 

5. Name the figures of speech found in the following phrases and say why they are 

effective. 

a. “grey wall of water” (line 10)                2 marks 

The figure of speech is a _______________________. It is effective because 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 
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b. “the foam was like tumbling snow”. (line 18)             2 marks 

The figure of speech is a _______________________. It is effective because  

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________  

 

6. Explain why the view would be ‘weirdly picturesque’ (lines 14-15) if seen from a 

balcony.                                                                                             2 marks 
                                                                                                          
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. How did the people in the boat know it was no longer night time?           2 marks 

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

8. Why is the image of the lighthouse described as ‘growing slightly larger?                

(line 21)                                                                                             1 mark
                                                                          

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. In the last paragraph, the lighthouse, and later the land are described as 

shadows. Suggest a reason for this image.                                            2 marks      

                                                        

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 
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10. In about 40 words, describe how the writer contrasts the experience of the 

men in the boat with a more detached reality beyond them. Refer to at least 
THREE different descriptions.                                                              6 marks 

 
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 
 

 
 


